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Introduction

Urban Renewal Plan
Southbridge’s
Flatiron Building is
a prime example
of redevelopment
within the
historic context
of the Downtown
Center

The Southbridge Long Term Plan, adopted by the Town Council in 2004,
identified several priority action objectives including the continued
revitalization of the Town Center. Towards that end, the Southbridge
Redevelopment Authority (SRA) has adopted the Downtown Southbridge
Urban Renewal Plan (URP). It aims at taking the Long Term Plan’s vision to
the next level by preparing an implementation strategy for downtown. These
Design Guidelines apply specifically to Downtown Center which is the largest
commercial center in the Southern Worcester County region and part of the
historic center of town. The Downtown Center area generally extends from
Main Street north to the Quinebaug River, with its eastern border along Foster
Street and its western border roughly following Hamilton Street for a short
distance before cutting north to the River. The key goal of the URP, which
applies to the Downtown Center, is to create a mixed-use, retail and commercial
pedestrian friendly downtown, with new parks and open space, that blends in
new development while preserving the area’s historic character.

The Historic Character of
Downtown Southbridge
These Design Guidelines are intended to support redevelopment that builds on
the historic character of Downtown Southbridge. The rich and diverse history
of Southbridge should be preserved, interpreted and enhanced in the core of the
downtown area. The architectural character of Downtown Center should
demonstrate a sense of Southbridge history and future development should
respect and respond to that history and reflect the cultural richness and diversity
that has grown out of that history. Downtown Southbridge buildings and
public infrastructure should clearly reference the time in which they were built
and the activities and needs of the people using them.
The Town of Southbridge is located just north of the Connecticut border within
the area referred to locally as Southern Worcester County and the Quinebaug
River Valley Corridor. It is an eclectic blend of hilly and flat, farmland and
developed land, industry and downtown, and suburban, urban, and rural
neighborhoods. The town’s separation from Sturbridge in 1816 coincided with
the rapid growth of its textile industry. Closely following textiles, other mill
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industries emerged. Noteworthy among these were the American Optical
Company, the Russell Harrington Cutlery Company, the Hamilton Woolen
Company, and the Hyde Manufacturing Company. The industrial revolution
period brought rapid growth to Southbridge. People from many nationalities
moved to the town to work in the mills. By 1940, Southbridge had a
population of 16,825 (US Decennial Census). The steady influx of immigrant
workers has also made Southbridge one of the most ethnically diverse
communities in the region. Its current population of 17,214 (2000 US census)
still reflects its industrial and diverse cultural roots.
The architectural character of the Downtown Center, upon which these Design
Guidelines are based, was established in the late 1800’s early 1900’s during the
Victorian Era as an industrial mill village. Prevailing architectural styles include
Greek revival and Gothic revival typically used for municipal and religious
facilities, Italianate and Colonial ‘Worcester three-deckers’ used mostly for
dwelling structures.
The existing architectural character in the downtown includes excellent
examples of Victorian Architecture. Prevailing styles include turn-of-the
century brick buildings in Greek revival and Gothic revival, with Romanesque
or Italianate detailing and are generally characterized by:
• 3–4 story brick structures with uniformity of scale and similarity of texture
• Arched windows
• Portland stone for ornamentation, keystones, windowsills and belt courses
• Mansard slate roofs, cornices, and towers
• Arches and columns
Original wood dwelling structures are Colonial ‘Worcester three-deckers’ (which
have been mostly enveloped by new business fronts) and are generally
characterized by:
• Clapboard siding
• Some Greek Revival characteristics
• Dormers and gables
• Mansard roof
DOWNTOWN CENTER DESIGN GUIDELINES, SOUTHBRIDGE, MA
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Introduction

Definition of Design Guidelines
Design Guidelines are an important part of the Town of Southbridge’s
implementation of the Urban Revitalization Project. The purpose of these
guidelines is to provide direction and consistency for future rehabilitation and
construction projects in the “Downtown Center” area that preserves and
enhances its unique historic character. These guidelines provide
recommendations/standards for appropriate rehabilitation and new
development in downtown Southbridge and provide urban design objectives to
supplement the Zoning Bylaw. These Design Guidelines should be used by
property owners, architects, professional planners, developers and others in
making more informed decisions related to the urban design aesthetic for
Southbridge. They provide a context for coordination of development and
assist the Town in evaluating development applications.
It is important to note that these Design Guidelines are written to assist in the
permitting process as detailed in the Zoning Bylaws. These Design Guidelines
provide a framework for Southbridge to achieve the following objectives:
• Preserve the historic character of downtown
• Support the Urban Revitalization Project
• Promote business development through creative and flexible guidelines
• Improve the appearance of the downtown through façade, signage and
streetscape standards
• Provide guidance for the rehabilitation of blighted and under utilized
structures
• Promote grant programs for building rehab projects
• Provide a coordinated approach to development and re-development that
ensures a consistent and high level of design
• Enhance the quality of the pedestrian experience in the Downtown Center
• Encourage creativity within the historic framework of downtown to reflect
the cultural diversity of Southbridge
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Implementation and Applicability

Implementation

Applicability

The Redevelopment Authority Design Review Board will review and certify
proposals for compliance with the Downtown Center Design Guidelines. The
Board consists of 7 voting members, appointed to two-year terms by the Town
Council and approved by the Redevelopment Authority. 1 member will
represent each of the following groups: the Historical Commission, Southbridge
Redevelopment Authority, Planning Board, Zoning Board of Appeals,
Downtown Southbridge Partnership, a local architect, and a member-at-large. If
approved by Town Council and the Redevelopment Authority, representative
groups can appoint a designee to fill-in for appointed members who may be
absent from a Design Review meeting. All members of the Design Review
Board shall be residents of Southbridge, each with a demonstrated interest in
the history and redevelopment of Downtown Southbridge.

The Downtown Revitalization Project and these supporting Design Guidelines
apply to the area shown on the map below that extends from Main Street north
to the Quinebaug River, with its eastern border along Foster Street and its
western border roughly following Hamilton Street for a short distance before
cutting north to the River. Within in this text it will be referred to as
“Downtown Center”.

The responsibility of the Redevelopment Authority Design Review Board is to
recognize and preserve the historical and architectural character and rich
cultural diversity of Southbridge Downtown Center in support of the
Southbridge Urban Revitalization Project. The Design Review Board will
recognize that change is accepted, that history is to be appreciated and that new
can fit in appropriately and enhance its surroundings.

In general, any changes visible from the public right-of-way within the
Downtown Center will be reviewed by the Design Review Board. The Board
will hold a public hearing and review the proposal for compliance with these
Design Guidelines and appropriateness within Downtown Center. If the
proposal is found to be appropriate, the Board would issue a Certificate of
Appropriateness (COA). This COA must be presented to the Southbridge
Planning Board and other local review and approval boards/commissions if their
review and approval is required for project implementation. In addition, the
COA shall be submitted to the local Building Inspector as a requirement for
obtaining a building permit. The Building Inspector shall be responsible for
enforcing the COA.

The Redevelopment Authority Design Review Board will meet monthly or as
necessary, to review proposals and allow for public comment. All meetings will
be open to the public. The Board will be required to act within 60 days of the
first public hearing. If the proposal is deemed to be consistent with the Design
Guidelines, the Board will issue a Certificate of Appropriateness (COA). Once
a COA is issued, work can commence after all other permits are issued.

Commercial and residential property owners within Southbridge Downtown
Center contemplating new construction, additions to existing structures,
exterior changes (including signage and lighting), rehabilitation, site work, or
demolition should present their plan to the Redevelopment Authority Design
Review Board early in the design process. This does not apply to interior
changes or routine maintenance.

Routine Maintenance
Routine maintenance includes upgrades to the existing structure or
site where the proposed work is a replacement to the existing
structure and/or site features and match the existing site and/or
architectural design and materials in every aspect. Any variations
from the existing conditions will be subject to review by the Design
Review Board as described above.
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Downtown Center
Area subject to SRA Design Review Board approval
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Design Guidelines » ARCHITECTURE

ARCHITECTURE
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Zoning
The Zoning Code and other applicable development regulations are more
specifically defined in the Urban Renewal Plan. Zoning information is based
on the Town of Southbridge Zoning Bylaws adopted in May 1985. The Town
of Southbridge Zoning Ordinance identifies a series of zoning districts that
regulate building size, setbacks, parking, signs, and other related characteristics
that promote the orderly improvement or development of land. Presently, three
zoning districts are designated within the Downtown Center: General Business,
Heavy Industry, and Light Industrial.
A special overlay district called the “Central Core” overlaps the General Business
District and requires a special permit by the Special Permit Granting Authority
(SPGA) for any type of development. The Town also has a four-story (or 40
feet) height limitation on buildings within this Central Core area. This zoning
designation generally supports the proposed redevelopment actions and uses
identified in the Urban Redevelopment Project and these Design Guidelines.
These Design Guidelines do not supersede the Building Code and Zoning
Code, but are intended to supplement the requirements of these codes.

DOWNTOWN CENTER DESIGN GUIDELINES, SOUTHBRIDGE, MA
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Dimensional Guidelines
A vibrant downtown is where the buildings hit the street. The street wall created
by the buildings should be scaled to define the public realm with consistent
heights along the corridor. Street level stores, restaurants and services are all
accessed at the point where the buildings hit the sidewalk and the more
continuous it is the greater the possibility for success. The fabric of the repetitive
building facades along the sidewalk plays a vital role in the urban character.
Building Setbacks and Zero Lot Line: In general, buildings should be constructed at
the zero front lot line (the street line or edge of sidewalk) in order to promote a
lively pedestrian-friendly street. For existing buildings that do not currently meet
the zero lot line requirements, such structures may be redeveloped at the current
setback so long as the setback area provides permanent public spaces, amenities
and/or landscaping. Where it will not interfere with the alignment of sidewalks
or pedestrian access, it may be allowable for a buildings facade to be set back from
the zero lot line. In such a case, the larger building setback shall: result in better
coordination between the site design of a property and adjacent sites such as
better alignment of buildings; result in better accommodation of building
entrances, arcades, plazas, sidewalk cafes, permanent public spaces, pocket parks,
and landscaping and/or promote historic or architectural preservation.

Standards
• Build to the front property line to the greatest extent possible
• New development should be to the property line at the lower
floors; with the potential exception for outdoor cafés or public
plazas
• Building heights should be relatively consistent with the existing
abutting architecture (roughly 3 to 4 stories)
• Corner buildings in prominent locations shall have a distinct
profile that strives to emphasize the street line
• Façade composition should highlight the top and bottom of the
building to reinforce the scale of the building at street level
• The design of a building should reduce its perceived height by
dividing the building mass into smaller scale components.
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Style
There are a number of historic buildings that play a significant role in shaping
the unique historic characteristics of downtown Southbridge. Most of them are
mid-rise brick buildings located along Main Street with appropriate scale and
storefront as well as attractive architectural articulation. The architectural style
and overall streetscape character should reflect the historic character of this area
and wherever possible the original material and architectural details should be
retained or restored.
Adaptive reuse of the historic buildings is encouraged as it is an effective
sustainable practice. Preserve, restore or repair the character, features and details
of the existing structure where appropriate. The style of new or rehabilitated
buildings should reflect the historic character of Downtown Center.

Standards
• Building Design should relate to the surrounding downtown context
in placement, scale, proportion and building spaces. It should take
into consideration the unique and architectural character of the
surrounding area.
• Development in areas with little, no, or poor immediate historic,
cultural, or architectural character shall expand the area of influence
to identify the local architectural context or establish a design
vocabulary that builds on the historic character of the area and fits
within these guidelines.
• Buildings that are stylized in an attempt to identify a particular
tenant, particularly where the proposed architectural design is the
result of the corporate or franchise prototype design, shall not take
precedent over these design guidelines and such development shall
conform to the historic and architectural considerations in these
guidelines.

• Blank walls along the street façade are not allowed unless there is a
unique condition or requirement.
• New and renovated buildings should strive for a level of
architectural detail that is consistent with the existing adjacent
structures. Architectural details include vertical or horizontal
projections and recesses, changes in height, floor levels, roof
forms, parapets, cornice treatments, belt courses, pilasters, arches,
window reveals, keystones, towers, forms and color.
• Building frontages should exhibit human scale detail, windows,
and other openings along the ground floor pedestrian areas.
• Distinct profiles of the building should be created at prominent
locations to serve as landmarks such as corners of buildings and
gateway locations. Building shapes that emphasize the street form
is also encouraged.

• New and renovated buildings should strive for contextual design:
not necessarily an historical replica, but rather one that is sensitive to
the surrounding built environment and local architectural examples.

DOWNTOWN CENTER DESIGN GUIDELINES, SOUTHBRIDGE, MA
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Materials
Building and site
materials shall
be durable and
where possible
regionally
available to
support the local
economy

Use of traditional building materials is encouraged. Contemporary products
will be considered if they are applied properly and improve the aesthetics and
integrity of the building

Standards
• Facade material shall be high quality, authentic materials.
Historic materials include: brick, granite, and non-vinyl
clapboards. Type of brick shall be subject to review and approval
by the Board.
• All sides of buildings must express consistent architectural details
and character.
• New surface materials should be compatible with old surface
materials on the building
• Building column lines shall be maintained down to the street level
where appropriate.
• Dwelling building shall be wood or brick. Wood dwelling-style
buildings shall have painted wood clapboard siding with 3˝–6˝ lap
height is recommended.
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Color
Use of Color can unify different parts of a facade and bring order to an entire
streetscape. It is a practical and inexpensive way to upgrade the appearance of a
building and enhance the surrounding area. There are a number of different
places for color: awnings, signs, displays, panels, doors and trim.
Colors differ according to the period when the building was constructed. Older
buildings from the early- to mid- 1800’s often used soft, neutral tints. In the
late 1800’s, darker, richer shades were typically used. In the early 1900’s the
colors reverted back to the lighter, calmer colors.

Standards
• Extended use of corporate/franchise colors unrelated to the
architecture shall be avoided.
• Painting over masonry finishes such as brick and granite is
discouraged.
• Use a consistent color palette for all stores across a single building
structure.
• Use colors from the base tone of the structure to off-set unique
decorative features.
• Bright colors may be approved for accents.
• Gold is an appropriate accent color as it was used frequently for
lettering in Victorian-era signs. Green is also an appropriate color
to accent red brick buildings.
• For historic buildings, research the original paint colors and
finishes. Repaint with those color or with colors appropriate to
the building period.

DOWNTOWN CENTER DESIGN GUIDELINES, SOUTHBRIDGE, MA
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Windows
Windows serve many purposes and different types of windows suggest different
types of activities occurring within. The placement of windows is defined by the
use on the ground level. On retail, restaurants and office buildings, windows
should be at the street level and should allow pedestrians to see in and sense the
activity of a building.

Standards
• Existing windows set in the buildings original design should be
respected when feasible (retain structural columns and original
window openings).
• New windows should match the existing or be compatible with the
original building design – in style, materials, glass type, color, size
and hardware.
• Windows should align horizontally.
• Arched windows are encouraged and are in keeping with the
existing historical style.
• Repair or replace frames in older buildings to maintain scale and
character of the original building.
• Traditionally, storefronts with large windows were on the first floor
and residences with smaller windows were on the upper floors.
Although upper floors may no longer be used as residential units,
this distinction is encouraged: windows on the upper floors should
be smaller than those on the ground floor.
• Avoid using false window muntins at street level.
• Use decorative trim or brick work to add distinction to the
building, consistency throughout the building.
• More windows on ground floor to attract pedestrians and display
goods is encouraged.
• Street level windows must allow attractive views to the inside.
• Any wall within 30’ of the street shall contain at least 20% or more
in display areas, windows, or doorways.
• Any window shall not be blocked by more than 40% with signage.
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Entrances/Doors
A traditional Storefront door looks substantial yet inviting to the customer.
Doorways can be gracious and welcoming if the appropriate design and
materials are used.

Standards
• Building entrances should be located at a maximum interval of
60’ apart to activate the building frontage.
• Primary entrances to buildings shall be distinguished with facade
variations, porticoes, roof variations, recesses, or projections, or
other integral building forms.
• Other façade articulation, consistent with the historical character,
to emphasize entry-ways is encouraged.
• Wood or glass commercial grade doors are encouraged, rather
than metal doors.
• Doors to upper floors should be set apart from doors to street
level entrances.
• Hardware should be an appropriate style to the architecture of the
building and easy to use by people of all abilities.
• All doorways must comply with ADA and Federal, State, and
local building code.

DOWNTOWN CENTER DESIGN GUIDELINES, SOUTHBRIDGE, MA
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Roofs
Porches with
wood trim and
columns are in
keeping with
the clapboard
cottages and
three-deckers

Roof shape shall compliment the overall character of the Downtown Center.
New roofs or rehabilitation of existing roofs that are visible from the street shall
follow these guidelines.

Standards
• Recommended roof materials include architectural asphalt, slate
or simulated shingles
• Typical to Southbridge, roofs are mansard or steeply pitched.
• Roofs on new or renovated buildings should be consistent with
the building type and style
• Flat roofs are discouraged unless they are concealed with
architectural details such as parapets, sloped roof sections or
finished flashing
• Applied mansard roofs are discouraged
• Ornate overhanging cornices at the roof line are encouraged
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Awnings, Canopies and Porches
Awnings, canopies, and porches offer a way to unify a building, add color and
soften the hard lines of a streetscape. Awnings and canopies provide shelter from
inclement weather, reduce glare, save energy and provide shade from the sun.

Standards
• Front porches and balconies are encouraged to engage residents
with the streetscape.
• Entrance porches or canopies are consistent with the dwelling
structures and are encouraged for those types of buildings.
• Trims should use the same material and color palette to match the
building finish.
• Awnings are encouraged for shade, signage and added character.
• Fixed awnings should not span numerous bays of windows or
numerous store fronts.
• Awnings should complement the architectural style of the
building.
• Plasticized and translucent materials are discouraged.

DOWNTOWN CENTER DESIGN GUIDELINES, SOUTHBRIDGE, MA
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Ornamentation
Ornamental
details are
elements of
craftsmanship
that are evidence
of pride in one’s
workmanship and
in the Downtown
Center.

Ornamental building elements that are appropriate to the building architecture
are encouraged and set the design character for the area. The detailing and
placement of these elements should be coordinated with the overall facade
design. Ornamental details are elements of craftsmanship that are evidence of
pride in one’s workmanship and in the Downtown Center. Ornamental
features may include: towers, columns, arcades and blind arches, cornices and
cornice brackets, columns, balustrades, spandrels, brackets, running trim and
gable decorations. quoining and large masonry-unit key stones, ornate brick
work, drops and pedants, scroll-saw work, integral buttresses.

Standards
• Decorative details should be clean or colored to emphasize the
design.
• The style of new details should be similar to those existing on the
historic structure.
• Victorian details should be matched to Victorian-era buildings
and Colonial era details to colonial era buildings.
• Long continuous wall planes without variation on any story of a
building greater than 30’ length shall be avoided. Ornamentation
is strongly recommended.
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Storefront
Storefronts
provide a great
opportunity for
expression of the
diverse population
of Southbridge.

Storefronts that line the sidewalk are areas that engage pedestrian’s interest and
eliminate the downtown’s public realm. Well designed storefronts can increase
the value of adjacent properties and positively influence the local businesses.

Standards
• In large buildings, consider expressing internal functions (i.e.
bank, deli, and florist) as a minor storefront.
• Large storefronts with extensive inactive pedestrian frontages
should consider incorporating design features such as specially
enhanced pedestrian areas, generous landscape areas, site walls and
raised planters, variations in plane, materials and colors.
• Storefront areas should incorporate landscaping where possible
including canopy trees.
• Storefronts provide a great opportunity for expression of the
diverse population of Southbridge. Small artistic displays that are
clearly related to the building function and use are encouraged.
• Storefronts should not overlap adjacent storefronts.
• Use store front design elements (sign placement, lighting, paint)
to focus attention on interesting building details.
• Storefront windows should be transparent using clear, un-tinted
and non-reflective glass
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Service and Utilities
Standards
• Screening devices, site walls, enclosed service, loading and refuse
areas and mechanical equipment shall be designed as an integral
part of the building architecture.
• Conceal utilities, mechanical equipment, loading docks, service
areas and trash disposal at grade from public view with
appropriate fencing, landscaping, or architecturally appropriate
walls.
• Utilities and mechanical equipment located on the roof shall be
hidden with architectural elements such as parapets.

DOWNTOWN CENTER DESIGN GUIDELINES, SOUTHBRIDGE, MA
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SIGNAGE
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Signage
Signage shall reflect the unique character of Southbridge Downtown Center. For
new and rehabilitations, where previous renovations have resulted in nonconforming signs or other inappropriate elements being added to a façade, all
such nonconforming signs are to be removed, and serious consideration should be
given to removal of other extraneous elements prior to design of new signs.

Standards
• Signs should add interest and aid in wayfinding along the
pedestrian corridor.
• Signage type, size, color and material should be consistent with
each buildings’ architectural character.
• The sign should not obscure or obliterate architectural elements of
the buildings.
• The sign should not advertise brand names.
• Signs should be consolidated to one location or plane on the
building or storefront.
• Where feasible, sign letters should be attached directly to the
building without superfluous back-facing.
• Sign graphics should reflect simplicity, neatness, and minimum
wording – not only to improve appearance but to improve
legibility.
• Sign color should be limited in number and should be compatible
with building façade.
• Small neon signs will be considered inside storefront windows.
Other interior-lit signs are not allowed.
• Material of sign should not appear plastic.
• for sale signs are considered temporary.
• “Sandwich” signs will be considered if they are in keeping with
the Downtown Center character. These signs should be portable
and brought in at night.
• Creative elements that reflecting the goods for sale are
encouraged.

DOWNTOWN CENTER DESIGN GUIDELINES, SOUTHBRIDGE, MA

‘For Rent’ and ‘For
Sale’ signs shall
be considered
temporary
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Art and Sculpture are
encouraged particularly
to support the
historic character of
Downtown Center and
the diverse culture of
Southbridge

LANDSCAPE
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Site Design
Site design shall be oriented to maximize the pedestrian environment and build
on the historic character. Development projects should feature outdoor
pedestrian spaces scaled to the demand or the building’s use. Patios, dining
facilities, public art and street furniture are encouraged to enhance activity and
diversity on the street.
While sidewalks and streetscapes fall under the Town’s jurisdiction there are
opportunities for streetscape improvements within the scope of new or
rehabilitative construction. Any streetscape improvements must be made in
accordance with the Town of Southbridge’s Department of Public Works
regulations.

Standards
Pedestrian Spaces should consider:
• A broad range of users, including older pedestrians, people with
disabilities and children.
• The site design should consider solar exposure to balance sunlight
and shade.
• The site design should provide protection and relief for
pedestrians from the vehicular environment.
• Structured and/or informal seating and waiting opportunities are
encouraged.
• Street furnishings (benches, planters, trash receptacles, low walls,
lamps, signs, bike racks, bollards and information kiosks ), focal
elements (water features, sculpture, natural site features, public
art), lighting and GFI receptacles (as a power source for special
events) are all encouraged.
• Bicycle racks are encouraged. Place racks not to obstruct the flow
of pedestrians, so they are easily identifiable, visible, and
convenient to customers.
• Site fencing shall be consistent with adjacent architectural
building character. Chainlink fencing is not allowed.
• Well maintained flowers boxes and planters at store front are
encouraged.

DOWNTOWN CENTER DESIGN GUIDELINES, SOUTHBRIDGE, MA
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Pavement and the Public Realm
Sidewalks are critical transportation routes in the Downtown Center and are the
functional pedestrian element in street design. Sidewalks should be provided
along all streets within the Downtown Center. Well designed sidewalks are
critical to the overall success of the pedestrian corridor.
Sidewalks should be
provided all along
streets within the
Downtown Center.

Standards
• Provide adequate width of pavement for all sidewalks uses
including: loading and unloading of people from on-street
parking, walking, window shopping, bicycle parking, and use of
site furniture.
• Provide a minimum 5’ clear zone along sidewalks conforming to
Federal, State, and local codes. Ensure that the minimum
sidewalk width is not obscured with street furniture, utility poles,
traffic signs or trees.
• Primary walkways linking site features and pedestrian ways shall
be a minimum of 5’ wide. Passage through or between buildings
shall be a minimum of 10’ wide and include lighting for public
safety.
• Where pedestrian circulation paths cross vehicular routes, a
change in paving materials, textures or colors should be provided
to emphasize the conflict point, improve visibility, enhance safety,
and provide added aesthetic appeal with the pedestrian access as
primary.
• Sidewalk materials should be consistent throughout Downtown
Center.
• Concrete and granite setts have been used in the downtown area,
however concrete is subject to the freeze-thaw cycles of New
England winters and easily cracks and lifts. Alternative materials
are encouraged. Granite, brick and concrete unit pavers in
keeping with the historic brick buildings are appropriate.
• All public walkways must meet local state and federal regulations
for universal accessibility.
• Expansive areas of pavement shall be broken up with landscape
planting or architectural features. Decorative paving materials are
encouraged wherever possible.
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Green Streets
“Green Streets are streets that are designed to protect and attempt to mimic, the
natural hydrology of an area and to protect streams and other natural resources
from the adverse impacts of stormwater run-off. Impervious surfaces are hard
surfaces that do not allow water to soak into the ground, and increase the
amount of stormwater running off into the stormwater drainage system. The
majority of impervious surfaces is from roads, sidewalks, parking lots and
driveways. Stormwater runoff from these impervious surfaces reduces the
amount of groundwater and increases the capacity requirements of the
stormwater drainage system. Higher impervious surface coverage has been
linked to dramatic changes in the shape of streams, water quality, water
temperature and the health of the wildlife that live in the natural waterways.”

Biofiltration Gardens

— Creating Livable Streets, Metro 2002

Standards
• The use of pervious surfaces is encouraged. Impervious surfaces
should be minimized. Pervious pavers and other pervious
materials should be used for patios, walkways, driveways and other
paved on-site areas where possible.
• Installation of plant beds, grass areas and additional trees are
encouraged.
• The integration of vegetated biofiltration gardens into the
streetscape design is strongly encouraged and should be designed
to meet MA DEP regulations.
• Paved surfaces shall be graded such that stormwater runoff drains
to landscaped areas to the extent possible.
• Shared parking and shared driveways are encouraged.
• Federal, State and local erosion and sedimentation control
regulations must be followed.
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Planting and Street Trees
Street trees are irreplaceable to the comfort, aesthetics, and safety of street
design. Street trees along with other elements are the primary element in
providing a sense of safe separation from traffic. Street trees perform several
functions along streets including:
• Separation between pedestrian and vehicles
• Tranquility to the street by slowing the pace and intensity of street activity
• An important stormwater management function by reducing run-off and
providing stormwater interception, detention and improving water quality
• Provide shade in the summer and allow sunlight in the winter
• Give identity to a street and are essential to wayfinding by reinforcing the
hierarchy of the street system.
• Highlight and accentuate architectural features

Street trees should be planted at regular intervals along the street. A diverse tree
species palette is essential to maintain biodiversity and avoid devastation of an
entire group of trees from insect or disease. Tree canopies should allow for
pedestrian circulation and parking beneath.

Standards
• Preserve existing, mature, healthy trees to the greatest extent possible.
• Plants shall be low-water consumptive to the maximum extent
possible. Native plants and plants with habitat value are strongly
preferred. Plants shall be hardy and resilient to the difficult
conditions inherent in an urban setting.
• The placement of plants shall be coordinated with the building
frontage design and signage locations. Trees and planting should be
placed to highlight unique architectural features (not hide them).
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• Deciduous trees should be used along the south side of buildings to
shade and cool in the summer months but allow sun to passively warm
in the winter months.
• Trees should be used through paved areas and along pedestrian paths to
provide shade and reduce heat build-up and glare.
• Proper maintenance and timely replacement of dead or deteriorating
plants is required.
• Keep the sightline at corners open by not installing plants with
vegetation 2’ to 6’ height within 20’ from the street corners.

Recommended Street Trees
There are three lists of recommended street tree species broken down by the
form and ultimate mature size of the trees: Broad, Spreading Shade Trees,
Upright or Narrow Trees, and Small or Ornamental Trees. All species below are
recommended because they have some tolerance to pollution, drought
conditions, or compacted soils and are generally easy to maintain. The
recommended street tree lists include the Botanical (or Latin) name of the plant
and names of any recommended cultivars. Lists also include the common name
of the plant, and abbreviated notes on the species. As many distinct plants may
share the same common name the botanical name is used to uniquely identify
plant species. For some species named varieties or cultivars are recommended in
preference to the straight species. A cultivar is a cultivated variety of a plant
that has been selected and given a unique name because of desired
characteristics. These cultivated characteristics are usually quite distinct from
similar plants of the same species.
Also, listed below for reference is a list of known hosts of the Asian Longhorned Beetle. At the time these Design guidelines were prepared, Asian
Long-horned Beetle infestation was a growing concern in the area. This list is
provided for informational purposes.
Significant hosts of ALB as of October 2009
• Maple (Acer species)
• Horsechestnut (Asesculus species)
• Willow (Salix species)
• Elm (Ulmus species)
• Birch (Betula species)
• Mimosa (Albizia julibrissum)
• Hackberry ( Celtis species)
• Ash (Fraxinus species)
• Sycamore and Plane tree (Platanus species)
• Mountain Ash (Sorbus species)
• Poplar (Populus species)
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BROAD SHADE TREES
The following trees are recommended for unconfined spaces such as lawns, parks, yards, and wide sidewalks. Ideal growth area is 30’x30’x3’D.
Broad shade trees
are recommended
for unconfined
spaces.

Botanical Name				
Common Name			
Acer rubrum & cultivars			
Red Maple & cultivars		
Fraxinus pennsylvanica ‘Patmore’		
Patmore Green Ash			
Gleditsia triacanthos var. inermis
I.e. thornless cultivars such as: Shademaster, Skyline, Sunburst
						
Thornless Honeylocust cultivars
Liquidambar styraciflua			
Sweetgum			
Platanus x acerifolia ‘Bloodgood’		
London Plane Tree			
Quercus rubra				
Red Oak				
Querucs palustris				
Pin Oak				
Tilia cordata var. ‘Greenspire’			
Greenspire Linden			
Zelkova serrata var. ‘Green Vase’		
Green Vase Zelkova		
Ulmus parvifolia
Use improved varieties such as ‘Athena’
Chinese Lacebark Elm		

Notes
N, MST
N, ST, Patmore variety less prone to pests

N, ST, tolerates compaction
N,IST, consider fruitless cultivars such as ‘Rotundiloba’
MST
N, MST,
N, MST, pendulous lower branches preclude use in pedestrian areas
ST, tolerates compaction
MST, very upright makes it ideal for streets with pedestrians and truck traffic.
ST, very upright makes it ideal for streets with pedestrians and truck traffic.

NOTE: There are many native oak trees, not included in the list above or in the tree fact sheets, such as Quercus coccinea – Scarlet Oak, Quercus alba – White Oak,
and Quercus bicolor - Swamp White Oak, which might also be suitable for a street tree planting if sufficient room is provided for their mature growth.

Narrow, upright
trees are
recommended for
smaller pedestrian
corridors.

UPRIGHT OR NARROW TREES
The following trees are recommended for use on streets, areas near pedestrian walks, proximity to buildings. Trees noted with C are columnar or narrow and are
particularly suitable for use in areas with 8-15’ clearance to buildings and OHWs. Ideal growth area averages 15’x15’x3’D.
Botanical Name			
Common Name				
Notes
Acer x freemanii var. Armstrong
Armstrong Maple or other x freemanii cultivars N, MST, C
Carpinus betulus var. ‘Fastigiata’
Fastigiate European Hornbeam		
MST, despite fasitigiate form this tree can become quite broad (30’-40’) and
often must be pruned or carefully selected in the nursery to provide clearance for pedestrians.
Ginkgo biloba male variety such as: Princeton Sentry, or Magyar
Male Ginkgo
ST, C
Pyrus calleryana improved varieties such as:
Chanticleer / Cleveland Select
Redspire Callery Pear			
ST, C Prone to ice damage, Improved varieties less so
Quercus palustris var. ‘Green Pillar’ Fastigiate Pin Oak				
N, MST, C
Key to Notations
C – denotes columnar or very narrow variety of a tree species
N – denotes native to North America
ST – denotes salt tolerant
MST – denotes moderate salt tolerance
IST – denotes intolerant to salt
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ORNAMENTAL OR SMALL TREES
The following trees are recommended for use under or near overhead wires, in confined
spaces, or for ornamental accent. Ideal growth area averages 7’x7’x3’D.
Botanical Name			
Acer campestre			
Amelanchier x grandiflora var. such as
					
Craetaegus crusgali var. inermis
Craetaegus virdis ‘Winter King’
Prunus virginiana var. ‘Schubert’
Syringa reticulata ‘Ivory silk’		
Malus ‘Spring Snow’		
Malus ‘Prairiefire’			
Malus ‘Pink Spires’			

Common Name				
Notes
Hedge Maple				
ST
‘Autumn Brilliance’ or ‘Robin Hill’ are commonly available in tree-form. Improved varieties of single-stem 			
Serviceberry				
N, MST, Select or specify single-stem, tree-form plants for use along streets.
Thornnless Cockspur Hawthorn cultivars
N, MST
Winter King Hawthorn			
MST
Canada Red Choke Cherry – Tree Form
N, ST, Purplish foliage turns bright red in fall.
Ivory Silk Tree Lilac			
ST
Spring Snow Crabapple			
MST, no fruit, disease resistant, upright form
Prairiefire Crabapple			
MST, pink flowers, disease resistant, upright form
Pink Spires Crabapple			
MST, C, pink flowers, disease resistant, very narrow, upright form

Ornamental and
small trees are
ideal for confined
spaces.

Note: Many Malus (crabapple species) have good tolerance to urban conditions and may be suitable for use as a street tree. Those listed above represent a range of
different characteristics that may be desirable. All of those listed above have an upright form and good to excellent disease resistance.
Key to Notations
C – denotes columnar or very narrow variety of a tree species
N – denotes native to North America
ST – denotes salt tolerant
MST – denotes moderate salt tolerance
IST – denotes intolerant to salt
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Lighting
Site lighting, security lighting and architectural/landscape lighting should
provide the user with illumination levels that are appropriate for the designed
activity (i.e. parking, walking, outdoor dining). Proper night lighting deters
vandals and makes the streetscape a more pedestrian friendly environment.

Standards
• Site lighting shall strive to reduce glare.
• Well-lit entries and streets are required.
• A lighting plan is required for every building façade plan.
• Storefront or pathway lighting to supplement street lighting is
encouraged.
• Exterior lighting shall take into account background lighting and
lighting from other sources to only provide the minimal amount
of lighting needed. Full cut-off lights are strongly recommended.
• Metal halide is recommended. Colored light for special effects
will be considered.
• Electrical lines should be concealed.
• Style and placement of wall mounted lights should be coordinated
with overall architectural design Light poles and fixtures shall be
in scale with proposed or surrounding buildings.
• Architectural lighting should be used to highlight special features
only. Lighting expansive wall planes should be avoided.
• Landscape feature lighting and lighting at the pedestrian level is
encouraged.
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Glossary of Terms

Appurtenance: The visible, functional, or ornamental objects
accessory to and part of a building, including awnings, marquees,
balconies, turrets, cupolas, colonnades, arcades, spires, belfries,
dormers and chimneys.
Awning: A roof-like cover, often of fabric, metal, or glass,
designed and intended for protection from the weather or as a
decorative embellishment, and which projects from a wall or roof
of a structure over a window, walk, door, or the like.
Bay: Space limited by two adjacent weight-bearing structures
(columns, pilasters, etc.).
Bollard: Any small vertical element such as a decorative steel or
iron pole, or a short stone column intended to allow pedestrian
traffic but to restrict vehicular traffic. Bollards are normally used
in groups to indicate an edge between pedestrian and vehicular
areas.
Canopy: A roof-like structure serving the purpose of protecting
pedestrians from rain and sun, which structure projects from a
building. Such structure must be open on three sides and, if
ground-supported, supports must be confined in number and
cross-section area to the minimum necessary for actual support of
the canopy. Or, a free-standing or projecting cover above an
outdoor service area, such as at a gasoline service station.
Cap: The protective top layer of a brick structure exposed to
weather from above.
Column: An upright pillar or post which may support a roof or a
beam, or may be purely decorative. Of definite proportions,
columns are usually cylindrical in shape, and are made up of a
shaft, capital, and sometimes a base. May be free-standing or
attached to a wall.
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Cornice: Any horizontal member, structural or non structural, of a
building, projecting outward from the exterior walls at the roof
line, including eaves and other roof overhang.
Belting: A horizontal line, the full length of a façade, expressed by
a material change or by a continuous projection, such as a molding
or cornice. Belting delineate the transition between the floor
levels.
Façade: That portion of any exterior elevation on the building
extending from grade to top of the parapet, wall, or eaves and the
entire width of the building elevation.
Fenestration: The arrangement of windows in a building.
Furnishing or furniture (street): Any of numerous types of street
amenities, most commonly used on commercial streets. Examples
are pedestrian lights, benches, newspaper vending boxes, trash
receptacles, bollards, planters, tree grates, fences, railings, bicycle
racks, mailboxes, fountains, kiosks and phones.
Groundcover: Low plantings used instead of turf where space does
not allow turf or where a more decorative affect is desirable.
Ground covers are generally lower than 6 inches in height.
Header: The horizontal member spanning the top of an opening,
such as a door or window.
Luminaires: A complete lighting unit consisting of one or more
lamps, together with the components designed to distribute light,
to position and protect the lamps, and to connect the lamps to the
electrical power supply; also called the lighting fixture.
Mullion: A structural element which divides adjacent window units.

Muntin or Muntin bar: A strip of wood or metal separating and
holding panes of glass in a window
Parapet: A low wall at the edge of a roof, terrace, or balcony.
Parapets may rise above the cornice of a building.
Pedestrian Lighting: Special lighting that adds drama, character
and light to pedestrian areas. Pedestrian lighting may consist of
pole-mounted luminaires 14 feet or lower in height, lighted
bollards or other low-level light sources.
Pedestrian Way: Walkway providing pedestrian passage through
parking lots that is distinguished by hardscape and landscape
treatments that provide for pedestrian safety and ease of
movement.

plantings, etc.); sidewalks; street paving; street furniture (benches,
kiosks, trash receptacles, fountains, etc.); signs; awnings; and
street lighting.
Street trees: Trees that line the street in regularly spaced row
between the curb and property line.
Window, clerestory: Windows located above storefront windows
in commercial-type buildings.
Window mullion, false: Wood or synthetic strips is placed on the
surface of one large window pane instead of between panes of
glass, intended to represent a traditional mullion.

Pilaster: An upright, rectangular element of a building that
projects slightly from a wall or surface to resemble a flat column.
A pilaster is non-structural and may or may not conform to one of
the classical orders in design. Often found in Greek Revival style
buildings
Reveal: The horizontal distance between a window or door
opening and the exterior façade, measured from the dominant
building surface to the window or door frame.
Sill: The horizontal member at the base of a window opening.
Stepback: The portion of the building or structure above such
height is stepped back a minimum distance from the exterior face
of such building or structure which faces a street.
Streetscape: A generic term referring to pedestrian and landscape
improvements in the right-of-way generally between the curb
and right-of-way line. The elements of a streetscape include:
building frontage/façade; landscaping (trees, yards, bushes,
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